Program Overview
Grades 2–6

Vocabulary Development
through Systematic Word Study

What is Words Are Wonderful?
Dorothy Grant Hennings
Words Are Wonderful: An Interactive Approach to Vocabulary is a collaborative, research-based approach
to building vocabulary skills for students in grades 2–6. The series, which is designed to meet state standards for vocabulary development, comprises
• Five student books containing reading selections drawn from a variety of content areas, vocabulary
words in context, and a wide range of exercises and activities
• Wraparound Teacher’s Editions with extensive strategies, enrichment activities, and suggestions for
students’ individual learning styles
• Blackline Master Test Books with multiple-choice formats similar to those found on state and other
high-stakes tests.
Recognizing the importance of vocabulary knowledge in reading comprehension, Dr. Hennings uses
integrated and systematic word study with ample oral language practice and interactive activities to build
students’ vocabulary skills. Context clues and basic word elements are emphasized to help students make
connections among words and to infer the meaning of unfamiliar words.
As students discover the joy and power of words, they learn first that words are made up of meaningful
parts—roots, prefixes, and suffixes—and then how to use those parts to unlock the meaning of
unfamiliar words.

Grade Levels
Words Are Wonderful, Book A: Grade 2
Words Are Wonderful, Book 1 : Grade 3
Words Are Wonderful, Book 2 : Grade 4
Words Are Wonderful, Book 3 : Grade 5
Words Are Wonderful, Book 4: Grade 6

Visit epsbooks.com/WAW to find:
uSample lessons uSample pages from the Teacher’s Editions
uResearch paper

uState standards correlations
uSample tests

How can I fit Words Are Wonderful into my curriculum?
Words Are Wonderful is designed as an interactive vocabulary program for students in grades 2–6.
The series provides integrated and systematic word study with ample oral-language practice and
interactive activities and exercises to build vocabulary and vocabulary skills. Words Are Wonderful also
emphasizes context clues and basic word elements to help students make connections among words
and infer the meaning of unfamiliar words.
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The Teacher’s Editions include plans to accommodate using the lessons three, four, or five days a week.
An easy-to-use grid shows the skills covered in each lesson. Another grid categorizes selections by content
area. Words Are Wonderful can be used with individual students, with students in small groups, or with
the whole class. The format of every lesson allows you to differentiate your vocabulary instruction by
providing lessons targeting each student’s instructional level, individual needs, and learning style.

Words Are Wonderful Student Books include
• Integrated and systematic word study with an emphasis on interactive exercises and activities
• A comprehensive oral component—students hear, use, and discuss new words, clap syllables, and read
chorally, reinforcing word meanings and relationships
• A wide range of exercises that develop critical thinking and discussion skills
• Reading selections from across the content-areas featuring new words in context and integrating
science, social studies, and literature for reinforcement and review
• Strategy Center sections for reinforcement and review with quick tips for analyzing word relationship
and word parts
• A Glossary with pronunciations, definitions, and example sentences for all vocabulary words taught in
the student book

Words Are Wonderful Teacher’s Editions include
• Reduced and annotated student pages for ease of use
• Direct, systematic instruction including word lists, student
objectives correlated to state standards, and extensive teaching
plans for each lesson
• Lessons that offer a variety of activities relating vocabulary
development to reading, writing, listening, and speaking
• Teaching plans that wrap around the reduced student pages
and enable teachers to choose from a rich array of activities
and detailed suggestions for presenting, extending, and
assessing each lesson
• Enrichments for each lesson that give suggestions for extending student learning and that touch on
a wide variety of learning styles
• Suggested modifications and extensions for differentiated instruction, including verbal, visual, oral, and
kinesthetic learners, as well as English Language Learners and gifted students
• Book Spots that connect each lesson with relevant children’s literature

Words Are Wonderful Test Books include
• Multiple-choice and essay questions to provide test-taking practice in formats most commonly found on
state and other high-stakes tests
• Assessments that test every word in every lesson to provide a clear understanding of students’ progress
• Midterm and final assessments with new reading passages that present vocabulary words in context,
allowing students to apply their decoding and word analysis skills
• Blackline master formats to make assessment easy and affordable
For detailed product information, visit epsbooks.com/WAW.
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Skills Addressed
Words Are Wonderful, Book A (Grade 2)
Book A contains 12 lessons grouped into three parts. Each part has three individual lessons and a review lesson.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Antonyms
Compound Words
Comprehension: inferring, judging, hypothesizing
Context Clues
Contractions
Dictionary and Glossary use: guide words and entries
Homophones
Parts of speech: nouns, verbs
Plural Endings: -s, -es

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Prefixes: un-, reSuffixes: -er, -ful, -ly
Synonyms
Verb Ending: -ed
Visualizing words and ideas
Webbing
Words with multiple meanings
Writing: interactive and independent

Words Are Wonderful, Book 1 (Grade 3)
Book 1 contains 30 lessons grouped into five parts. Each part has five individual lessons and a review lesson.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alliteration
Analogies
Antonyms
Compound words
Comprehension: inferring, judging, hypothesizing
Context clues
Contractions
Data tables
Dictionary and Glossary use: guide words and entries
Editing
Hierarchies and sets
Homophones
Idioms
Parts of speech: adjectives, nouns, verbs

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Picture clues and captions
Prefixes: in-, un-, re-, out-, over-, preReferences: globes, almanacs, and atlases
Roots: numbers (uni-, bi-, tri-, mono-, du-, dec-,
cent-, mill-); fortSpelling: the letters quSuffixes: -er, -ful, -ion, -or, and -ly
Synonyms
Test Taking/Assessment
Verb Endings: -ed, -ing
Visualizing words and ideas
Webbing
Words with multiple meanings
Writing: interactive and independent

Words Are Wonderful, Book 2 (Grade 4)
Book 2 contains 24 lessons grouped into four parts. Each part has five individual lessons and a review lesson.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Analogies
Antonyms
Compound words
Comprehension: inferring, judging, hypothesizing
Context clues
Dictionary and Glossary use: guide words and entries
Data tables
Diagrams and charts
Editing sentences
Homophones
Idioms
Parts of speech: adjectives, adverbs, nouns
Prefixes: un-, re-, mis-, dis-, ex-, in-/il-/im-/ir-, transQuotations and quotation marks
to order:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roots: portSimiles and metaphors
Spelling commonly confused words
Suffixes: -er, -est, -or, -ly, -ion, -ful, -less, -able/-ible
Synonyms
Test Taking/Assessment
Visualizing words and ideas
Webbing
Words with multiple meanings
Writing: interactive and independent
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Words Are Wonderful, Book 3 (Grade 5)
Book 3 contains 24 lessons grouped into four parts. Each part has five individual lessons and a review lesson.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Alliteration and onomatopoeia
Analogies
Compound words
Comprehension: inferring, judging, hypothesizing
Context clues
Data tables
Diagrams and charts
Dictionary and Glossary use: guide words and entries
Editing sentences
Irregular noun plurals
Metaphors
Multiple meaning words
Parts of speech: adjectives, verbs, nouns
Prefixes: re-, con-/com/co-/col-, non-, hemi, inter-,
intra-, de-, en-/em-, ex-, self-, un-, in, im-

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Roots: uni-, proto-, zo-, struct-, stru-, super-, pedSimiles and metaphors
Spelling: regular and irregular plural nouns
Suffixes: -like, -ish, -y, -ist, -er/-or, -an/-ian, -ize, -ful,
-ify, -less, -able/-ible, -ness, -ion, -ar
Synonyms
Test Taking/Assessment
Verb endings: -ed, -ing, -ate
Visualizing words and ideas
Words with multiple meanings
Webbing
Writing: interactive and independent

Words Are Wonderful, Book 4 (Grade 6)
Book 4 contains 24 lessons grouped into four parts. Each part has five individual lessons and a review lesson.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Acronyms
Affixes
Alliteration and onomatopoeia
Analogies
Antonyms
Compound Words
Comprehension: inferring, judging, hypothesizing
Connotation
Context Clues
Data Tables
Diagrams and Charts
Dictionary and Glossary use: guide words and entries
Editing sentences
Formal and informal language usage
Homophones
Idioms
Literal and Figurative meanings
Metaphors
Parts of speech: adjectives, verbs and nouns
Prefixes: re-, con-/com-/co-/col-, en-/em-, mid-, fore-,
be-, trans-, pre-, post-, inter-, circum-, super-, sub-, pro-,
ant-, contra-, counter-, and multi.

• Roots: vis-, pend-/pens-, cid-/cas-, rupt-, press-, spec-/
spic-/spect-, serve-, cred-, uni-, bi-, tri-/ter-, quart-,
quadr-, deca-, cent-, and anni-/enni• Similes and metaphors
• Suffixes: -er/-or, -ful, -able/-ible, -ment, -ician, -ism/-ist,
-logy/-logist, and -ular/-ar and -et/-ess, -ly
• Synonyms
• Test Taking/Assessment
• Verb endings: -ed, -ing, -ate
• Visualizing words and ideas
• Words with multiple meanings
• Shades of Meaning
• Webbing
• Writing: interactive and independent

For detailed product information, visit epsbooks.com/WAW.
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Words Are Wonderful, Book A, p. 18
Content area reading selections at the
beginning of each lesson cover topics
in science, social studies and literature.

Words Are Wonderful, Book A, p. 21
Context clues and basic word elements
are emphasized to help students make
connections among words and infer the
meaning of unfamiliar words.
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Words Are Wonderful, Book 1, p. 160
Vocabulary appears in context, and
reading passages cover a wide range
of topics across the content areas.

Words Are Wonderful, Book 1, p. 37
Exercises and Activities develop critical
thinking and word analysis skills.

For detailed product information, visit epsbooks.com/WAW.
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Words Are Wonderful, Book 2, p. 57
Writer’s Workshop sections included
in every lesson encourage students
to extend their knowledge and
understanding in writing.

Words Are Wonderful, Book 2, p. 35
Students practice dictionary skills to
enhance understanding of words with
multiple meanings.
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Words Are Wonderful, Book 3, p. 132
Students learn to analyze word parts and
word structure—strategies that can be
applied to newly encountered words, no
matter where students meet them.

Words Are Wonderful, Book 3, p. 51
Strategy Centers in each lesson provide
students with quick tips for analyzing
and understanding word meanings.

For detailed product information, visit epsbooks.com/WAW.
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Words Are Wonderful, Book 4, p. 132
Review exercises reinforce skills taught in
the previous five lessons.

Words Are Wonderful, Book 4, p. 69
Practice with Greek and Latin roots
prepare students for new words they
may encounter on standardized tests.
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Words Are Wonderful, Book 1, Teacher’s Edition, p.84
The wraparound Teacher’s Edition includes
student objectives for each lesson and teaching
plans to enhance vocabulary instruction.

For detailed product information, visit epsbooks.com/WAW.
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Words Are Wonderful, Book 2, Teacher’s Edition, p. 20
Enrichments provide additional activities
and ideas for students to extend and
reinforce their vocabulary understanding.
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Words Are Wonderful Book 3, Teacher’s Edition, p. 57
Words Are Wonderful Teacher’s Editions provide suggestions
to meet the needs of English Language Learners, gifted
students, and students with a variety of learning styles,
including visual, auditory and kinesthetic.

For detailed product information, visit epsbooks.com/WAW.
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Words Are Wonderful, Tests for Book 2, p. 100
Midterm and final assessments provide a clearer
picture of student understanding and include
new reading passages with vocabulary words
presented in context.
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Words Are Wonderful, Tests for Book 4, p. 7
Reproducible tests for every lesson provide
practice with formats commonly encountered
on high-stakes tests.

For detailed product information, visit epsbooks.com/WAW.
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Also Available from

Explicit instruction for comprehension
skills and strategies.

Help all your students—even the most reluctant
ones—increase comprehension. This interactive
reading comprehension program hones the
essential skills and strategies recommended by
the National Reading Panel—and reinforces
them in a spiraling curriculum format.

Connect with Us!

Learn more at epsbooks.com/connect
tel 800.225.5750 fax 888.440.2665
epsbooks.com
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